
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPARISON OF THE US AND CUBA

We delve into the differences between the cultures of the United States and Cuba , including differences in government,
healthcare, housing.

Also, minor but significant ethnic influx is derived from diverse peoples from Middle East places such as
Lebanon and Palestine. The United States should capitalize on its proximity to this resource-rich island nation
by moving to normalize relations and establishing a framework for environmental cooperation and joint
initiatives throughout the Americas. COMARNA acknowledged the appeals for conservation by the
international community, yet it allowed for the misuse of natural resources by the State. The government has
cut state sector jobs as part of the reform process, and it has opened up some retail services to
"self-employment," leading to the rise of so-called "cuentapropistas" or entrepreneurs. Cuban laws, currently
in effect, do provide a foundation for greater conservation activity in the future. From there Cuban immigrants
traveled to the Texas-Mexico border and found asylum. But what was most important was that the colony
developed as an urbanized society that primarily supported the Spanish colonial empire. This makes the
typical Cuban home more crowded than the average American dwelling. This middle class arose in the period
after the Platt Amendment when Cuba became one of the most successful countries in Latin America.
Surprisingly, perhaps, American cooking often uses more spice. The U. Campaigning, outside of posters and
meetings, does not take place. The U. COMARNA consolidated all of the agencies with environmental
responsibilities, as a step towards giving them the power to influence all environmental issues. The rebellion
lasted longer and involved more soldiers than the Cuban Revolution. Several members of the Communist
Party held office under his administration. Many Chinese also settled Cuba as contract laborers and they
formerly boast the largest Chinatown in Western Hemisphere as most Chinese Cubans left for Florida. Later
he went into exile on the Portuguese island of Madeira and finally settled in Estoril, near Lisbon. Between
December and October more than 14, Cuban children arrived alone in the U. In , the Earth Summit, a
conference sponsored by the United Nations aimed at aiding governments in rethinking economic
development and finding ways to halt the destruction of irreplaceable natural resources and pollution of the
planet was held in New York. Under the Platt Amendment , the U. Where better to begin than in the U. Law
81 developed out of the necessity to give the Ministry a more sharply defined role in the government by
replacing the outdated Law  Roughly the size of Pennsylvania, Cuba is the largest Caribbean island, and if
preservation and conservation measures are planned and carried out in a cognizant manner, it could become a
paradigm for sustainable development at the global level. CITMA attempts to steer the implementation of
environmental policy, the rational use of natural resources, and the adoption of sustainable development
programs. The labor unions supported Batista until the very end. It was an exodus of skilled workers, precisely
the class in the island that had succeeded in establishing a free labor sector amid a slave economy.


